Introduction
Ghost segments are best analysed as weakly active elements under the assumption of Gradient Symbolic Representations (Smolensky & Goldrick, 2016; Rosen, 2016) . This assumption allows to predict the attested interactions between phonological markedness constraints and the (non)appearance of ghost segments we find in the languages of the world: first, the co-existence of different types of ghost segments that differ in whether they appear to resolve a markedness problem or whether they disappear to avoid a markedness problem, and, second, the weak contribution to markedness of ghosts. The assumption that all underlying phonological elements have a certain activation that can gradiently differ and might persist into the output structure predicts these two phenomena straightforwardly that are challenging under alternative accounts to ghost segments. This paper is structured as follows: in 2.1, the phenomenon of phonologically conditioned ghost segments is introduced and the two types of appearing and disappearing ghost segments are identified. Subsections 2.2 and 2.3 focus on two case studies of ghost segments in Welsh and Ahousaht Nuu-chahnulth that illustrate the empirical arguments for the proposed account: Welsh employs both appearing and disappearing ghost segments with different markedness thresholds and Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth has ghost segments that only gradiently contribute to markedness. Section 3 then shows how the assumption of Gradient Symbolic Representations can easily account for these two phenomena. That alternatives based on autosegmental defectivity cannot easily predict them is discussed in section 4. Section 5 concludes.
2 Data: Ghost Segments and Markedness 2.1 Appearing and disappearing ghost segments Ghost segments (='ghosts') 1 are defined as segments that 1) are idiosyncratically bound to specific morphemes and 2) alternate with zero in a way that the majority of segments within this language do not. The first criterion is important since it distinguishes ghosts from epenthetic segments. In Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth (Kim, 2003) , for example, several suffixes begin with a consonant that only surfaces if it is preceded by a vowel but not otherwise (e.g. /-k ìa:/ 'to be called', Pu-kìa: but k w is-ìa:, p.178). These ghosts have contrasting qualities (e.g. /-k ìa:/, /-q umì/, /-y a/; p.178), they thus have to be part of the underlying representation of morphemes. Although their appearance is phonologically predictable, there is no general phonological process that would explain their alternation with zero. There is thus no general deletion applying to two-consonantal sequences preceded by another consonant in Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth (e.g. /nup-qPiÙè/ 'one year ', nupq.PiÙè, p.178) . This illustrates the second property of ghosts, namely that they behave phonologically exceptional. Since this paper is focusses on the interaction between markedness constraints and ghosts, it will disregard instances where the realization of a ghost is apparently lexically determined.
2 Within the markedness-determined ghosts, two crucially different types can be identified: those that solve a markedness problem and those that don't create a new markedness problem. Though this distinction seems subtle and a classification into one of these types is not always surface-apparent, their theoretical account is systematically different. This point will be essential in an analysis for Welsh were it is argued that both types can coexist within one language. The first type of ghosts can be found in Yawelmani Yokuts (1) (Newman, 1932; Archangeli, 1991; Noske, 1985; Zoll, 1996; Hansson, 2005) . Certain CV-suffixes surface with their final vowel only if they precede a consonant (1-b-i), not if a vowel precedes (1-b-ii). Other suffixes, on the other hand, always surface with their final vowel (1-a).
(1)
Ghost vowels in Yawelmani (Zoll, 1996:182+183) i. C ii. V a. /-ni/ IND.OBJ talap-ni 'bow' xata:-ni 'food' b. /-mi / PRECATIVE amic-mi 'having approached' pana-m 'having arrived'
The precative suffix can thus be characterized as ending in a ghost /i / that only surfaces if it avoids a complex coda (*a.micm). This type of ghost can be described as 'appearing' since it is absent as long as it does not help to avoid a marked structure, cf. (3). Further examples for appearing ghosts are Slavic yers (Szypra, 1992; Yearley, 1995) , Mohawk vowels (Rowicka, 1998) , French liaison consonants (Tranel, 1996a,b) , or Catalan masculine /u/ (Bonet et al., 2007) . A second type of ghosts can also be illustrated with Yawelmani data. Certain suffixes (2-b) begin with consonants that only surface post-vocalically (2-b-i), not post-consonantally (2-b-ii).
3 This deletion of a ghost consonant avoids an illicit syllable with two coda consonants (*ho.go:nh.nel), that are repaired in other contexts by vowel epenthesis (cf. the /i/ in (2-a-ii)).
(2)
Ghost consonants in Yawelmani (Archangeli, 1991:271) i. V 'report' ii. C 'float' a. /-wsel/ 'reflexive/reciprocal consequent adjunctive' doso-wsel hogo:n-iwsel b. /-h nel/ 'consequent passive adjunctive' doso-hnel hogon-nel
The subtle difference to the ghost vowels in (1) is that the ghost consonants only disappear if they would create a complex coda. If the markedness consideration about complex codas is irrelevant, they surface. This second type of disappearing ghosts is defined in (4). Other examples for disappearing ghosts are English /a/n/ (Yang, 2004) or Nuu-chah-nulth consonants (Kim, 2003) .
(3) Appearing ghost segments surface if their appearance resolves a markedness problem; their default state is to be unrealized.
(4) Disappearing ghost segments surface if their appearance does not cause a markedness problem; their default state is to be realized.
To further illustrate the subtle but crucial difference between appearing and disappearing ghosts, the tables (5)+(6) summarize the four relevant contexts for vocalic and consonantal ghosts in Yawelmani. For each context, the two options of realizing or not realizing (=gray background) the ghost segment are listed together with their interaction with the crucial markedness constraint *CC] penalizing coda clusters. 4 Two important asymmetries between appearing and disappearing ghosts are apparent: first, the default state in case the relevant markedness constraint is indecisive is the absence of the ghost for an appearing one (5-i-b) but the presence of a disappearing one (6-i-a). And second, whereas both avoid the creation of the marked structure, the appearing ghost avoids it via its presence (5-ii-a) and the disappearing one via its absence (6-ii-b Given that the two illustrating examples for appearing and disappearing ghosts are from the same language, the Yawelmani pattern already poses a serious challenge for theoretical accounts that only allow for a binary distinction between ghosts and non-ghosts. As is discussed in more detail in section 4, such binary accounts can only establish a single default state for ghosts (being there or not) and the co-existence of appearing and disappearing ghosts is inherently problematic. For Yawelmani, a possible reanalysis might be based on the observation that the two types of ghosts involve different segment types. If the mechanism which sets the default state for ghosts can be sensitive to the distinction between vowels and consonants, this pattern can indeed follow. That such a solution is still insufficient for the typology of ghosts is shown in the next subsection where co-existing ghosts in Welsh are discussed. This pattern is more complex than the one in Yawelmani and crucially does not align the different types of ghosts with either vowels or consonants.
Appearing and disappearing ghosts in Welsh
The first type of ghosts in Welsh (Hannahs & Tallerman, 2006; Hannahs, 2013) can be found in some functional morphemes that end in a consonant which only surfaces if a vowel follows. This is shown for /gudag / 'with' in (7). These are taken to be appearing ghosts that only surface if they can avoid two adjacent vowels but remain unrealized otherwise.
Appearing ghost consonants in Welsh (Hannahs & Tallerman, 2006:798+810) i. V ii. C gudag eraill 'with others' guda gwên 'with a smile' gudag un 'with one' guda tri 'with three'
In addition, there is an intricate allomorphy for the definite article (8) where /yr/ 5 or different subsets of this string surface in phonologically predictable contexts. The full /yr/ surfaces before a vowel (8-a), only /y/ before a consonant (8-b), and only /'r/ after a vowel (8-c). These generalizations are reasonable from a perspective of markedness: (8-b) avoids an additional coda and (8-c) an additional vowel hiatus. It has to be noted that the last condition is always in conflict with the other two and overrides them: it is o'r llyfr, not *o y llyfr. The definite article is analysed here as two disappearing ghosts that surface as long as they don't create an additional coda or vowel hiatus. A context that reveals more about the nature of these different types of ghosts are combinations of appearing and disappearing ghosts. As can be seen in (9), the appearing ghost /g / remains unrealized and only the disappearing ghost /r / surfaces. This is especially unexpected in (9-b) where an additional coda is created although we saw that ghosts are not realized to avoid additional codas (8-b). In addition, in an alternative imaginable surface form *gydag y nod, no ghost creates an additional marked coda or vowel hiatus.
(9) Combination of adjacent appearing and disappearing ghosts (Hannahs & Tallerman, 2006:784+785) a. /gydag y r offer/ gyda'r offer 'with the equipment' b. /gydag y r nod/ gyda'r nod 'with the aim'
This challenging pattern of interacting ghosts within one form is one of the reasons why Hannahs & Tallerman (2006) reject a phonological account of the definite allomorphy that derives all its surface appearances from a single underlying form. 7 In contrast, it is shown in 3.2 that this pattern straightforwardly follows in an account based on Gradient Symbolic Representations that can implement that 1) /y r / are disappearing 5 I follow Hannahs & Tallerman (2006) . 6 The detailed account of the pattern in Hannahs & Tallerman (2006) involves more facts that are not addressed here for reasons of space. An example is the unexpected choice of /y/ over unstressable /'r/ in case the definite article is focussed and thus stressed (p.791). Such an additional phonological condition seems compatible with the present account. 7 Another reason is the interaction with soft mutation (e.g. Hannahs, 1996; Green, 2006 ) that affects, for example, the initial consonant of feminine singular nouns after the definite article. Since it changes some underlyingly C-initial nouns into V-initial ones, it affects the allomorphy of the definite article. As Hannahs & Tallerman (2006) put it: 'lenition on the noun [. . . ] is triggered when the noun follows the article, but the correct form of the article [. . . ] can't be inserted unless the initial segment of the noun is known, which depends on whether or not lenition has applied ' (p.785 ). An account of this interesting interaction is unfortunately beyond the scope of the paper but is seemingly unproblematic in a model where the mutation and the surface form of the article are determined in parallel in the phonology.
ghosts whose default state is to be there whereas /g / is an appearing ghost whose default state is to not be there, and 2) different ghosts can have different thresholds for resolving markedness. More concretely, the appearing ghost /g / only surfaces if it can avoid a vowel hiatus. In contrast, the realization of /y / and /r / is restricted by both the demand to avoid codas and vowel hiatus. That not both of them can be deleted in (9) is due to a restriction that some portion of the definite morpheme needs to surface.
2.3
Ghosts only contribute gradiently to markedness in Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth The discussion so far concentrated on how markedness constraints are avoided via (non)realization of ghosts. Another interesting property of ghosts with respect to markedness is that they are sometimes not as bad a markedness problem as non-ghosts. This is illustrated with data from Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth (Kim, 2003) in (10). Recall that some suffixes in the language begin with consonants that only surface post-vocalically (10-i), never post-consonantally (10-ii). They can thus be classified as disappearing ghosts whose non-realization avoids either a coda for /-C V/-suffixes ((10-a-ii): *tì'is.qumì) or a complex coda for /-C CV/-suffixes ((10-b-ii): *k w isk.ìa:). Both structures are possible outside the context of ghost consonants in the language.
(10) Ghost consonants in Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth (Kim, 2003:178) 
'two dollars' 'sth. white and round' b. /Pu-k ìa:/ Pukìa:siS k w isìa:k'ukPiS 'to be called' 'My name is Eun-Sook' 'It seems like he has a different name' Though the empirical generalization seems uncomplicated, the data poses a serious challenge for theoretical accounts since ghosts within one language disappear to avoid different marked structures. And crucially, ghosts appear in contexts that create exactly the marked structure that other ghosts avoid. More concretely all suffixes with a /-C CV/ shape create a coda consonant if their ghost is realized after a vowel (10-b-i). Paradoxically however, new codas are exactly what is avoided by the non-realization of ghosts in suffixes of the shape /-C V/ (10-a-ii). The conundrum is thus why (10-b-i) does not surface as *Puìa:siS with deletion of the ghost. The theoretical account in 3.3 is based on the important observation that in these two contexts, the new codas are different: a non-ghost in the coda is avoided in (10-a-ii) but a ghost in the coda is tolerated in (10-b-i). The assumption of Gradient Symbolic Representations straightforwardly allows to capture this distinction in the phonology: since ghosts are weak, they are weaker problems for markedness constraints.
3 Account: Ghosts are Weak 3.1 Background: Gradient Symbolic Representations The assumption of Gradient Symbolic Representations (=GSR) states that phonological elements can have different degrees of presence in an underlying representation, expressed as numerical activities (Smolensky & Goldrick, 2016; Rosen, 2016) . In the original proposal, this claim is part of a larger research program where GSR are the data for Gradient Symbolic Computation, a computational architecture for cognition. For the phonology, the important prediction is that elements with different activities can behave differently in the phonology since they violate constraints to different degrees. GSR thus has the potential for being a general representational account of exceptional phonological behaviour where certain morphemes behave unexpectedly given the general phonology of the language (Smolensky & Goldrick, 2016; Rosen, 2016; Kushnir, 2019; Zimmermann, 2018 , to appear). The crucial mechanism for different phonological behaviour that depends on underlying activity are gradient constraint violations. More concretely, the faithfulness constraints MAX and DEP in GSR penalize any change of activity for an element (11-a+b) 8 ; they are hence gradiently violable. An assumption that departs from the original GSR proposal in Smolensky & Goldrick (2016) and Rosen (2016) is that elements can also be weakly active in the output (Zimmermann, 2018) . The crucial consequence is that this allows gradient violations of markedness constraints as can be seen in the gradient definition of *CC] in (11-c).
9 This concept will be essential in the account of Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth that is based on gradient markedness.
That output elements are ideally fully active is in this model ensured by a violable constraint (11-d).
(11) a. MAX S : Assign violation X for any segmental activity X in the input that is not present in the output. b. DEP S : Assign violation X for any segmental activity X in the output that is not present in the input. c. *CC]: Assign violation X for every pair of adjacent consonants in a coda position that have the mean activity X. d. FULL!: Assign violation 1-X for every output element with activity X.
Another important background assumption is that the harmony evaluation is based on Harmonic Grammar where constraints are weighted, not ranked (Legendre et al., 1990; Potts et al., 2010) . 10 The toy example (12) illustrates gradient constraint violations and their consequences for the phonological behaviour of elements with different activities. The input contains three fully active segments /bat/ (=subscript 1) and one weakly active segment /p/ that only has an underlying activity of 0.5. Three important consequences arise for this weakly active segment: for one, its realization is costly since if it involves either a weakly active segment in the output and thus violates FULL! (12-a) or insertion of activity under violation of DEP S (12-b). Secondly, its deletion is cheaper than the deletion of a fully active segment: whereas the latter incurs a MAX S violation of -1 (12-c), the former only induces -0.5 violations (12-d). And thirdly, if the weak segment creates a structure penalized by a markedness constraint M, only a gradient violation of M arises (12-a). Analysing ghosts as underlyingly weakly active segments predicts their main properties: first, they are part of the underlying representation of certain morphemes which predicts their idiosyncratic qualities and that their presence is bound to certain lexical contexts. Second, they are less protected by MAX S and are easier to delete which explains that they only surface in certain contexts. And third, they can gradiently contribute to markedness. To illustrate the interaction between the (non)realization of weakly active segments and violations of markedness constraints, the crucial weighting arguments for appearing and disappearing ghosts are given in (13) and (14) with abstract examples. The activation of the ghost segment is abbreviated with ' ' that stands for some number lower than the full activity 1. FULL! is taken to be so high-weighted that no relevant candidates violate it: all output elements are thus fully active. Recall that for an appearing ghost, the default state is to not be realized. The harmony score resulting from strengthening it to an output segment is hence worse than the one resulting from deleting it (13-i). If the presence of an appearing ghost can avoid a markedness violation, however, this will override its preference for not being there and the ghost is realized (13-ii). Formally, this is a gang effect in HG (Farris-Trimble, 2008; Pater, 2016) : though the DEP S violations of the ghost result in a worse harmony score than its MAX S violations (13-iv-a), the combined violations of MAX S and a markedness constraint 'M' are worse than the DEP S violations (13-iv-b). At this point it hence becomes crucial that the model is based on weighted constraints, not a strict ranking. Finally, true epenthesis never applies to avoid the same markedness constraint violation (13-iii). It is hence crucial that ' ' in (13) abbreviates some activity lower than 1: insertion of the missing activity is cheaper than inserting a new segment. For a disappearing ghost, the weighting arguments are basically reversed (14-iv): its default state is to be there and insertion of the missing activity is hence less costly than deleting the ghost (14-i). If its presence creates some additional markedness violation, however, it is not realized (14-ii). This deletion is in contrast to non-ghosts that are not deleted (14-iii). Again, the activity ' ' is crucially lower than 1 and deletion of the ghost is cheaper than deletion of a fully active segment.
10 It has to be noted, though, that the assumption of gradient activation and of HG are in principle orthogonal. 
A GSR account of Welsh
Given the general GSR account of appearing and disappearing ghosts in (13) and (14), an analysis for Welsh needs to show that (13-iv) and (14-iv) can be true for different ghosts within one language. Since they thus have to co-exist under a single constraint weighting, the crucial key to such an account is a distinction into ghosts that are weak to different degrees. The representational assumptions for ghosts in Welsh are given in (15): the appearing ghosts at the end of certain words have an underlying activity of 0.2 and the definite article contains two disappearing ghosts with an activity of 0.6. (16) a. *COD: Assign violation X for every coda consonant with activity X. b. *HIAT: Assign violation X for every pair of adjacent vowels that have the mean activity X.
Again, FULL! is taken to have a very high weight in Welsh and no candidates with weak activity in the output are considered in the following. The interaction of gradient MAX S and DEP S violations and (16) predicts that /y 0.6 / and /r 0.6 / are realized unless their realization would create a *COD or *HIAT violation, whereas /g 0.2 / is not realized unless it can avoid a *HIAT violation. The relevant weighting arguments are illustrated below with exemplifying weights for the relative weight differences. The first tableau in (17) shows that neither of the markedness constraints triggers insertion or deletion in Welsh outside of ghost segment contexts. WA's: MAX S *COD/*HIAT DEP S *COD/*HIAT Since MAX S has a higher weight than *COD and *HIAT, there is never deletion to avoid a coda or a vowel hiatus (17-b) and since DEP S also has a higher weight than both *COD and *HIAT, no epenthetic segment is inserted to avoid these two marked structures (17-c). For all following tableaux, the most relevant weighting arguments (=WA's) established are given below the tableau. Tableaux (18) and (19) show the different default states for the ghosts in Welsh. Recall that if the ghosts surface, they have to be neutralized to fully active segments under violation of DEP S . For illustrating purposes, MAX S and DEP S have an identical weight in the exemplifying tableaux to illustrate the importance of gradient constraint violations resulting from gradient activity. Consequently, ghosts with an activity lower than 0.5 are not realized in their default state (18). Ghosts with an activity higher than 0.5, on the other hand, are realized (19). The two straightforward weighting arguments mirroring (13) and (14) 14) . In contrast to the appearing ghost (20), both *COD and *HIAT will be avoided via disappearing of either /y 0.6 / or /r 0.6 /. Tableau (21) shows the first of these two repair contexts: the consonantal ghost disappears to avoid a violation of *COD. The combination of 0.4xDEP S violations and a violation of *COD in (21-a) is already worse than the 0.6 violations of MAX S in optimal (21-b). The sub-optimality of candidate (21-d) that also perfectly satisfies both *COD and *HIAT and leaves both ghosts unrealized again shows that in the absence of markedness violations, the disappearing ghosts are preferably realized (cf. (19)). This crucially means that not realizing both ghosts of the definite article at the same time is excluded. Which is a natural restriction given that these two segments are the only exponents for the morpheme. The GSR account ensures this with the inclusion of REALIZEMORPHEME (van Oostendorp, 2007) demanding that every morpheme is realized via some phonological exponent (24).
(24) RM: Assign -1 violation for every morpheme that is present in the input but no output element is affiliated with this morpheme.
Tableau (25) optimizes the relevant context where the high weight of RM forces at least one of the two ghosts to be realized and excludes the candidate that avoids all markedness violations (25-d). The weightings of the markedness constraints now determine which marked structure is the tolerable one. Given that *HIAT has a higher weight than *COD, the consonantal ghost /r 0.6 / (25-c) will be chosen over the vocalic ghost /y 0.6 / (25-b) in every case where a violation of one of these markedness constraint is unavoidable.
(25) Disappearing /y 0.6 r 0.6 /: /y/ not realized to avoid a hiatus II . . . V 1 y 0.6 r 0.6 C 1 V 1 . . . RM MAX S DEP S *HIAT *COD 100 10 10 7 5 a. V 1 .y 1 r 1 .
WA: *HIAT *COD
The weighting arguments established so far will already predict the correct outcome for contexts where appearing and disappearing ghosts co-occur (26). The optimal candidate (26-c) realizes only the disappearing consonantal ghost /r 0.6 / and deletes both /g 0.2 / and /y 0.6 /. Especially interesting is candidate (26-d) that realizes the other two ghosts and in fact avoids all markedness violations, even the one *COD violation of optimal (26-c). That this candidate is excluded follows from the properties of the appearing ghost /g 0.2 / that only appears to avoid a violation of *HIAT (cf. (20)). Crucially, 0.8 violations of DEP S do not outweigh one violation of *COD. The two types of ghosts in Welsh hence have not only different default states as being either appearing or disappearing, they also have different markedness thresholds: whereas the disappearing ghosts happily help out to avoid either *HIAT (cf. (22)+ (25)) or *COD violations (cf. (21)), the appearing ghosts only help solving *HIAT problems (cf. (20)), *COD is too low-weighted to influence their (non)appearance. Finally, candidate (26-a) that shares the one violation of *COD with the winning candidate again illustrates the different default states: if markedness is not decisive, /g 0.2 / is absent as in (26-c).
(26) Combination of appearing and disappearing ghosts The case study of ghosts in Welsh summarized in (27) thus illustrates two important prediction of a GSR account: first, the assumption of gradient activity for underlying elements straightforwardly predicts that appearing and disappearing ghosts can co-exist within in a language. And second, different ghosts can differ in which markedness constraint they help to avoid with leaving their preferred default state.
(27) Different ghosts in Welsh: Summary default state non-default state due to *COD *HIAT g 0.2 not present (18) no (26) yes (20) present (19) yes (21) 3.3 A GSR account of Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth The ghosts in Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth were characterized in 2.3 as disappearing ghosts that avoid a *COD (16-a) or *CC] (11-c) violation. The asymmetry that some ghosts avoid a violation of *COD and others don't was attributed to gradient markedness and the fact that marked structures formed by ghosts are less serious problems than marked structures formed by non-ghosts. This follows in a GSR account from the assumption that FULL! -in contrast to the Welsh account -has a weight that is lower than DEP S . Weak segments are thus not neutralized to fully active ones but surface as weak in the output. 11 The weighting arguments for the default state of ghosts in Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth are hence slightly different and involve FULL! rather than DEP S (28). In principle, however, the account of the disappearing ghosts is completely parallel to the one in (14). Crucially, if a ghost appears in a coda (29-a), it will only violate *COD by 0.5. It hence only creates a gradiently marked structure. This gradient violation is not enough to justify non-realization of a disappearing ghost as in (29-b) . A non-ghost segment in a coda, on the other hand, will induce a full violation of *COD (30-a). If non-realization of a ghost can avoid this violation (30-b), it will indeed remain unrealized. The essential difference between the weighting arguments in (29) and (30) is thus the gradient violation of *COD. 12 The conundrum that ghosts of /-C CV/ suffixes create the marked structure that ghosts of /-C V/ suffixes avoid, can straightforwardly be implemented in GSR as an effect of gradient markedness. WA: 0.5xFULL! + *COD 0.5xMAX S It has to be noted that the different behaviour of /-C CV/ and /-C V/ suffixes could also be interpreted as two different ghosts with different markedness thresholds, quite similar to the different markedness thresholds for ghosts in Welsh. The ghost in all /-C CV/ suffixes would then have a greater activity than the ghosts in /-C V/ suffixes and only the latter would be weak enough to already help out lower-weighted *COD. The more active ghosts would only be deleted to satisfy *CC]. Under this account, however, it would be a coincidence that the strength of a ghost correlates with it being part of a /-C CV/ or/-C V/ suffix. The account in (30) derives the same phonological behaviour from the concept of gradient markedness that is straightforwardly predicted if gradience can persist into the output (Zimmermann, 2018) .
Alternative accounts
A large class of alternative accounts for ghosts is based on autosegmental defectivity and thus the assumption that ghosts lack some structure that all other segments have. As the GSR account presented here, these explanations are thus representational since they assume that the explanation for the exceptional behaviour of ghosts follows inside the regular phonology from an exceptional representation. There are many different defectivity accounts that can broadly be classified as being based on 1) segmental content without a prosodic position (e.g. Hyman, 1985; Noske, 1985; Rubach, 1986; Kenstowicz & Rubach, 1987; Sloan, 1991; Yearley, 1995; Tranel, 1995 Tranel, , 1996a Zoll, 1996) , or 2) empty positional slots without melodic content (e.g. Spencer, 1986; Szypra, 1992) . These accounts can easily predict the difference between appearing and disappearing ghosts identified in this paper. This is shown with the tableaux (31) and (32) that are based on a strict constraint ranking. Under the floating feature account of ghosts in Zoll (1996) , the two ghosts /i / (31) and /h / (32) would only consist of segmental features without a root node. The MAX constraint demanding that those are realized would then be MAXF preserving specific features and the * constraint penalizing realization of ghosts would be DEPRT that is violated by epenthetic root nodes that are necessary to turn floating features into surface segments. The tableaux use the generalized constraint versions to show the compatibility with various defectivity accounts. The general problem with this account is that it predicts that the larger the number of different ghosts within a language, the smaller the possible contrasts for ghost consonants. Since 'ghost-ness' is correlated with different degrees of underspecification, not all types of ghosts can contrast for all phonological dimensions. Given that many languages have ghosts of different quality, this seems like a problematic prediction. One example is Yawelmani where the appearing ghosts (1) contrast at least /i / and /a / and the disappearing ones (2) at least /h /, /m /, and /n /. A second more specific concern is the compatibility of these assumptions with the rest of the grammar. A floating feature analysis makes it, for example, more difficult to employ 'regular' floating features that dock to other segments (Lieber, 1992; Zoll, 1996) . Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth is already an example since the language employs floating glottal features (Stonham, 2007) . And if at least parts of the complex soft mutation in Welsh can be analysed as floating features (Lieber, 1983) , a floating feature account of ghosts is also challenging for Welsh.
And the Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth ghosts that were analysed as being based on gradient markedness in 3.3 are impossible to capture in such accounts simply because gradient markedness violations are inherently impossible without gradient representations. A simple ranking paradox hence emerges as in (33-a+c). 
Conclusion
The first empirical argument in this paper was based on the distinction into different types of ghost segments: they can contrast in being appearing or disappearing and they can show different markedness thresholds. Crucially, these different types can co-exist within a single language as was shown with examples from Yawelmani and Welsh. The second empirical argument was that some ghosts only gradiently contribute to markedness, a point illustrated with ghosts in Ahousaht Nuu-chah-nulth. It was shown that both coexistence of different ghosts and gradient markedness are problematic under accounts based on autosegmental defectivity. In contrast, a new account of ghost segments was proposed that is based on the assumption of GSR and thus implements the intuition that ghosts are weaker in a very direct way. Gradient constraint violations that result from gradient underlying activity then straightforwardly predict both the co-existence of different types of ghosts and gradient markedness of ghosts. Although both Yawelmani and Welsh employ only two different types of ghosts, the GSR account predicts even more contrasts between different ghosts in a language. This follows since ghosts can not only differ in being appearing or disappearing, they can also differ with respect to their markedness threshold. It is an interesting empirical question for future research how many different types of ghosts maximally co-exist within one language and whether this additional prediction is indeed borne out. In addition, this proposal strengthens the general argument for GSR in adding another empirical area where the assumption of gradient activation predicts exceptional phonological behaviour from a simple representational contrast to the growing body of case studies employing GSR (e.g. Smolensky & Goldrick, 2016; Rosen, 2016; Kushnir, 2019; Zimmermann, 2018, to appear) .
